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NEWSLETTER

New ABCP Websites Are Now Online

See ABCP website in Swahili, created by Michael and Cyril Chuwa: http://abcpswahili.co.tz/
See the redesigned version of the English ABCP website which includes the following new sections:
• “A 5,000 Year History of Dalbergia Melanoxylon” contains historical facts and images pertaining to the tree, tracing its
trade, use, cultural importance and historical renown since the days of the Egyptian dynasties.
• A report on the present conservation status of Dalbergia melanoxylon reviews important trade studies that have been
published by CITES, FLEGT, TRAFFIC, EIA and other oversight agencies during the past ten years.
• Listing of research laboratory studies of the tree, examining factors germane to its growth and long-term survival.

Buffet Crampon and CSFI Sponsor Funding Initiative for the ABCP
• Marigaux – Marigaux was founded in 1935 and produces a full line of oboes and oboe-related instruments, including
musettes (bagpipe family), oboe d’amore, English horn and
bass oboe. The company manufactures both student and professional-quality instruments.
• ALADFI is an association of violin and bow makers
dedicated to sharing knowledge related to improving excellence in the construction of new instruments, as well as the
restoration of antiques.
• UNFI is an association of instrument makers with the
objectives of restoring antique musical instruments and recreating traditional instruments that have fallen into disuse.
• APLG is an association of French artisans who create
and repair plucked stringed instruments and share knowledge
about their production and restoration. Its members are involved in several research initiatives to study the status of atrisk wood species and to find suitable substitutes.
The ABCP extends its gratitude to these organizations,
each of which is deeply concerned about the future of the
world’s most vital and precious tree species.

Last year in this newsletter we reported on the generous
support given to the ABCP by Buffet Crampon, a leading
French manufacturer of woodwind instruments. Since then
Buffet Crampon has taken the initiative in an effort to inform
other French instrument makers and affiliated organizations
about the work of the ABCP, and several of these have also
contributed funding for the planting and care of Dalbergia
melanoxylon. Below is an overview of these donors.
• Chambre Syndicale de la Facture Instrumentale –
CSFI was founded in 1890 to form a cooperative and advocacy
association for French companies and craftspeople that manufacture, distribute and export musical instruments and their
accessories. Its activities cover a wide range, from oversight
committees campaigning for reasonable trade regulations,
to publication of articles related to instrument manufacture and
educational initiatives designed to popularize the cultural expression of music throughout the nation. CSFI has taken an
advocacy role in dispersing information to its membership
about the ABCP.
• Henri Selmer Paris – Since its founding in 1885, Henri
Selmer Paris has been an industry leader in providing the highest quality wind instruments to professional musicians, taking
a role as an innovative force for development, both
technologically and artistically. Today, descendants
of the original founders still manage its operations.
• F. Lorée – F. Lorée is the oldest firm in the
world to specialize in the manufacture of oboes. For
150 years, it has continued in the traditions of its
founders, continually improving the playing capability of its instruments to deliver concert quality performances. The mpingo it accesses from Mozambique is
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
Right: An international delegation representing the
music industries attended the 2019 meeting in Geneva of CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species) to discuss regulatory issues
germane to the industry. 7th, 8th and 9th in line are
Jacques Carbonneaux and Fanny Reyre-Menard representing CSFI and Michael Jousserand representing
CAFIM, (Confederation of Music Industries), See related story on page 6.
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ABCP Forms Liaison with International Reforestation Project
It is an established fact that the forests of the earth are of crucial importance in the healthy management of the planetary
hydrologic cycle. Moisture generated by forests travels around the world. Scientists have discovered that rainfall in the US is
influenced by forests in the Congo, that rain created in the Amazon can end up in Texas and the forests of Southeast Asia influence rain patterns in southeastern Europe and China. These patterns concern the livelihood of farmers around the planet, and by
extension all of humanity, and an intelligent and informed understanding of their mechanisms is crucial for our future wellbeing. Tropical rain forests are particularly crucial for the adequate operation and fluidity of the cycle. (See 2018 ABCP Newsletter for feature entitled “Trees, the Rain Cycle and the Biotic Pump - A New Approach to Global Warming?”)
During the past two years Cyril and Michael Chuwa have met
with several representatives affiliated with a group called Forests for
Climate — concerned environmentalists who are working to reverse
the deleterious effects of climate change. Due to the ABCP´s active
reforestation activity, the partners sponsored Cyril's participation in an
informal encounter in selected remote forested areas of central and
eastern Nepal. Several meetings with local foresters and local community leaders took place (see photo at right) and Cyril shared his
knowledge of botany, tree planting and community organizing in Tanzania.
In its first stages, Forests for Climate will focus on areas in Nepal, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Madagascar and Kenya. The intent is to establish youth conservation groups called Biosphere Clubs that will promote youth leadership for environmentalism and carry the work into
the future. One of the objectives is to create awareness and information sharing among the youth through exposure to work experiences in different cultures. It seeks to connect youth clubs with scientists and researchers who understand the relationship between
forests and climate according to the most advanced theories that attach great importance to the relationship between climate and
large forest masses, in particular those of the humid equatorial and tropical zone. Michael and Cyril are founding members of
Kilimanjaro Biosphere Club, part of the Biosphere Clubs youth network-initiative.
Through the years, many visitors and volunteers have visited the site, some to help with the tasks of seedling production
and distribution or with maintenance activities, others to study
the special methods developed to nurture mpingo that have
been experimented with during the twenty-two years that the
nursery has been producing seedlings. This has been valuable
outreach for the future of mpingo because the African blackwood tree is a difficult species to sprout and grow.

Cyril and Elizabeth Chuwa measure mature Dalbergia melanoxylon trees at the Mijongweni Moshi Mpingo Plot. The trees were
planted in 1998, shortly after the nursery was established.

Moshi Mpingo Plot

Every year the nursery attendants and Tanzanian staff of
the ABCP plant about 10,000 mpingo and 5,000 seedlings indigenous to the Kilimanjaro ecosystem for distribution into
surrounding communities. Active partners in these replanting
initiatives are the school and church groups of the local area,
many of which have acreages of land that they chose to use in
various ways. Some have school gardens, where they plant
crops for their own use and others use the trees for remedial
purposes on river slopes and eroded areas. Many consider it of
importance to teach students the value of environmental conservation and use tree planting as an instructional activity
which can impart lifetime value.

Michael and Cyril with Spanish architect and expert in agroecology, Hector Crehuet, who works with Forests for Climate
and advises community conservationists and foresters on how
to recover and improve soil to achieve optimal planting conditions and growing environments for plant species.
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The Mt. Kilimanjaro Watershed

Mt. Kilimanjaro is the tallest free-standing mountain in the world, ascending
from a semi-arid plain at around 700m (2296 ft) to its summit at 5895m (19,341 ft) .
It is one of the (mostly dormant) volcanoes that erupted during the formation of the
East Africa Rift System. Many of the planting sites of the ABCP lie within the Mt.
Kilimanjaro watershed which feeds the waters of the Pangani River Basin that travels
from its headwaters in Mt. Meru and Kilimanjaro to its outlet at the Indian Ocean, a
distance of 500km (310 mi). The water supplied to the dryland plains along its course
is vital for the maintenance of agriculture, cattle grazing and human occupation.
Therefore it is of crucial importance that the forests and soil of the mountain remain
in good health because they act as mechanisms for catchment and storage. Part of the
work of the ABCP has been to supply seedlings for reforestation on Kilimanjaro.
Since its lower slopes are heavily populated and dedicated to growing coffee, bananas and subsistence foods, the ABCP cooperates with communities and school
groups on the mountain, supplying species for reforestation and domestic needs.
African blackwood’s natural habitat is in the lowland plains surrounding Kilimanjaro, as well as the watershed along the Pangani River. In these areas the ABCP
supplies seedlings to numerous farmers and community groups which have available
acreages of land in which to plant the trees in more protected environments than public forests. On the map of Districts in Kilimanjaro Region at right, Mt. Kilimanjaro
lies between Siha, Hai, Moshi, and Rombo. The Pangani River runs southeast
through the Districts of Mwanga and Same.
The local community, which is enthusiastic and engaged with the effort, has
given a certain acreage of community land
for a tree plantation. They are focusing on
trees that survive well in semi-arid lands,
such as Dalbergia melanoxylon.
This year the ABCP supplied the
community with 1,000 mpingo seedlings
for replanting on this acreage. Community
members prepared the ground and assisted
in replanting the seedlings.

Michael Raphael Chuwa, a cousin to Cyril and Michael, delivers mpingo seedlings
to Fr. Antipas Kiasara for reforestation, environmental remediation and future
sources of revenue for the people of Rombo District.

Fr. Antipas Kilasara in Rombo District

Rombo is a District on the northeast foothills of Mt. Kilimanajaro which is bordered on the north and east by Kenya, where growing conditions are favorable for the
establishment of stands of Dalbergia melanoxylon. The area has suffered from deforestation due to excessive cutting in the 1990s. Much of the harvested wood was exported to Kenya, which borders the eastern edge of Rombo.
Fr. Antipas Kilasara is the pastor of a church at Mtimhoo Village who is dedicated to working with communities in the area to combat problems of deforestation and
make the area green again by growing trees of domestic and economic benefit. To this
end he is leading replanting efforts and educational initiatives to show communities
the important advantages to be gained in the way of storing groundwater, regulating
the rain cycle and providing local people with vital subsistence needs.
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Students from Mtimhoo Primary School
above will assist with the replanting effort— learning the skills involved and
offering invaluable help.
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SMAM — Butu Farm in Kifaru, Mwanga

the rainy season.
They will be planted
in two rows surrounding the periphery of
the land, and therefore also help with
reforestation in the
area.
The Society has
been influential in the
teaching of organic
farming and livestock
keeping. To this end
it organizes periodic
seminars for surrounding communities to educate local
citizens about organic
agriculture. These
seminars are conducted by agricultural
experts who give instruction in soil manLocal soil experts teach villagers the
agement, organic farm- basics
of organic agriculture at site of
ing practices, pest con- SMAM experimental farm — St. Joseph
trol, soil science and
Farm in Kwanyage.
animal husbandry.
To address problems of access to water they have also
facilitated the digging of several water wells, which provide
local families with a reliable source of drinking water.

Mpingo trees were delivered to Butu Farm in June. Sr. Restituta
Urio (on left), Sr. Janeth and Sr. Leukadia Maley transfer the
trees to a temporary shelter.

200 mpingo and indigenous trees from the ABCP nursery were
also distributed for planting on a private landholding in Kiboriloni, 5km east of Moshi on the road to Dar es Salaam.

The Society of Mangalore Africa Mission (SMAM) has
parish lands in the districts of Same and Mwanga, southeast of
Mt. Kilimanjaro. Its population consists primarily of smallscale farmers who inhabit the Pare Mountains east of the Pangani and Maasai pastoralists who live in the lowland plains.
Near Kifaru Village SMAM has an acreage of over 50 hectares
(124 acres) called Butu Farm near Kifaru Village. This land is
being developed for agriculture and livestock farming. Their
plan is to plant mpingo along the borders of the farm.
The trees, which are nitrogen fixing legumes, will provide
nourishment and stability to the soil to prevent run-off during

Kiboriloni

Elizabeth Chuwa delivers 650
indigenous seedlings to staff
and students of St. Ursula
Secondary School. Enthusiastic students, at right and
below, will assist in the replanting project on Mount
Kilimanjaro.

Moshi District—St. Ursula Secondary School

St. Ursula Secondary School is located at about 4500 ft. elevation on the lower
slope of Mt. Kilimanjaro This year the teachers at the school involved their students
in a tree planting project for beautification, soil conservation and reforestation on
school grounds land holdings of the school Students are studying the principles of
environmental conservation and getting a first-hand experience in the methodology
of reforestation initiatives for sustainable development.
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Mwanga District Tree Planting and Pruning

St. Theresa’s Girls School in Mwanga District has been working with the
ABCP since 2015 to replant mpingo and indigenous trees on their school properties. This spring Michael Chuwa led a workshop to show the teachers at the
school how to prune their trees for optimal growth, production and health. In
addition to mpingo the nuns grow a variety of trees that supply the food and
domestic needs of their congregation and students.
In Tanzania, trees play a major role in supplying the subsistence needs of
the people. At right, Michael shows Sister Eugenia the methodology of pruning
a fruit tree. Skills such as these are important in Tanzania, where the population
is dependent on multiple tree products to meet subsistence needs. An estimated
90% of Tanzanians rely on forest products for fuel needs, whether in the form of
tree cutoffs, logs or charcoal. Tree products are also used for building, medicine,
tools, fodder, dyes, ceremonial purposes, fencing and land improvement.

Michael Chuwa shows Sister Eugenia the
rudiments of pruning a fruit tree.

Mpingo Planting by St. Theresa Students

This year the ABCP supplied 950 Dalbergia melanoxylon seedlings to St. Theresa School. Below, the Secondary Students
who are receiving the seedlings will be involved in their planting and care. Such training will be a useful tool for the future.

Students of St. Theresa’s receive mpingo seedlings grown at the Moshi Mpingo Plot.

—

—

AFRICAN BLACKWOOD CONSERVATION PROJECT
• Please accept my tax-deduc ble dona on to ABCP in the amount of:

$_____________

—DONATIONS MAY ALSO BE MADE ONLINE FROM THE PAYPAL LINK ON THE ABCP HOMEPAGE—
• DONATION FORM •
(100% OF FUNDING COLLECTED IS SENT
TO SUPPORT THE PROJECT IN AFRICA)

Mail this form and dona on to:

ABCP c/o James Harris
P.O. Box 26
Red Rock, TX 78662 USA

—Please print the following information or leave blank to use address label on back —

NAME:_______________________________________________
ADDRESS:____________________________________________
CITY:______________________STATE:______ZIP:_________
EMAIL:______________________________________________
Please make check or money order payable to ABCP.
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Thank you for your support.
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CITES Plants Committee Passes Amendment Affecting Music Industry at CoP18 in Geneva
In 2017 international trade restrictions affecting the world’s timber trade came into effect as an outcome of negotiations
under the umbrella of CITES – the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. In an
historic move, all rosewood species (numbering over 300) were listed on the CITES regulatory framework for the oversight
and regulation of international trade, thereby offering protection for many of the world’s most prized and most vulnerable
timber species. While this listing is expected to have wide-reaching effects on the slowing of tropical deforestation and species extinction, an unintended result has been to impose on individual musicians and orchestras the necessity of submitting
documentation on all instruments containing any of the regulated species whenever they travel across borders. Permits can
take 60 to 90 days to receive and only certain ports of call can be utilized for shipment. Because the transport of finished musical instruments for performance purposes is a non-commercial activity, with questionable effect on rates of timber extraction, the regulations have been widely questioned as to their efficacy because of the imposition of a heavy administrative burden on several sectors, including CITES itself.
In order to find a more reasonable approach, representatives from CSFI and CAFIM (Confederation of European Music
Industries) gathered a coalition of 27 national and international organizations representing the music industry and drew up a
proposal to present to the CITES Plant Committee in 2018. (See photo on page 1.) The proposal, which asked that finished
musical instruments and accessories being transported for performance, repair or exhibition be exempted from the regulatory
framework, was passed by consensus at the 18th Conference of Parties in Geneva in August, 2019. It was further agreed that
studies will subsequently be instituted to track the results of this action in relation to species conservation. If it proves deleterious then it will be reconsidered during future CITES meetings.
A cautionary statement posted on the CSFI websites states, “Nevertheless, this decision in no way relieves the world of
musical instruments of its responsibility for the conservation of species. Manufacturers, suppliers, importers, distributors, repairers, musicians, orchestras and ensembles, we all need to make sure that the woods we use have been sustainably harvested
and traded legally from the beginning to the end of the chain. We must also increasingly engage in conservation, reforestation,
replanting support and development programs in the production areas. Our community is already engaged in these actions
which it must pursue and accentuate.” See: https://www.csfi-musique.fr/reglementations/cites/la-cop18.

African Blackwood Conservation Project
P. O. Box 26 Red Rock, TX 78662 USA

So that
the song
of the
Tree of Music
will not go
silent...
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